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August 18, 1981
ANPP-18690 — JMA/KEJ

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station
(PVNGS) Units 1, 2 and 3
Docket Nos. STN-50-528/529/530

Dear Sir:
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The final responses of Arizona Public Service Company to the open items
of the Auxiliary Systems Independent Design Review for PVNGS are attached
for your use. These responses have been reviewed by the Auxiliary Systems
Review Board and were determined by the Board to sufficiently address the
outstanding concerns.

Volume II of the Auxiliary Systems Independent Design Review, which is the
revised set of figures and exhibits presented to the Auxiliary Systems
Review Board, 'will be sent under separate cover by August 28, 1981.

In keeping with our prior discussions respecting the institution of this
type of review, we consider it is appropriate to establish whether or not
the Auxiliary- Systems'description and analysis is satisfactory to the NRC

staff, or more specifically, whether the NRC staff has sufficient infor-
mation and understanding to write the appropriate section of the Palo Verde
Safety Evaluation Report.

If your staff has any questions which were not dealt with satisfactorily by
the Review Board or by our future submittals, we believe such questions
should be raised promptly so that such subjects can be closed out completely.

Very trul 'yo s,

EEVBJr/KEJ/av
Attachment
cc: J. Kerrigan (w/a)

0. Parr ''

J. Wermiel
P. Hourihan (w/a)
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Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
August 18, 1981
ANPP-18690 - JMA/KEJ
Page 2

STATE OF ARIZONA )
)SS ~

COUNTY OF MARICOPA)

I, Edwin E. Van Brunt, Jr. represent that I am Vice President
Nuclear Projects of Arizona Public Service Company,,that the foregoing
document has been signed by me on behalf of Arizona Public Service
Company with full authority so to do, that I have'read such document
and know its contents, and that to the best of my knowledge and belief,
the statements made therein are true.

Sworn to before ne thfs~dey of

Edwin E. Van Brunt,„'Qr.'
~

1981.

Notary Public

My Commission expires:
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RESOLUTIONS OF OPEN ITEMS ADDRESSED

AT AUXILIARYSYSTEM I IDR

ACTION fk 1

Revise Figures 1-2 and 1-3 to indicate CE and BOP items as shown on

Exhibit 1«2. (p.18)

RESPONSE

Figures 1-2 and 1-3 have been revised to reflect the items listed in
Exhibit 1-2 and copies'rovided for inclusion in the final transcript.

ACTION 8'

Exhibit 2-7, item 3C. Clarify the statement to in'dicate it is the

trolley and not the crane that is prevented from operation over the

spent fuel pool. (p.30)

RESPONSE

Exhibit .2-7, item 3C has been revised to reflect that the crane

trolley is prevented from passing over the spent fuel pool and a copy
provided for inclusion in the final trnscript.

ACTION 8'

Exhibit 2-9, item 5D. Confirm that there will be an operational

procedure for the key-operated interlock override on the containment

polar crane when handling heavy loads. (p.30)

RESPONSE

Administrative controls employed during lifts of heavy loads discussed

in the APS response to NRC letter addressed "To All Licensees of
Operating Plants and Applicants for Operating Licenses and Holders of
Construction Permits" dated December 22, 1980 and February 3, 1981,

were submitted to the NRC in June of 1981.
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ACTION '8".4

Exhibit 2-9, item 5D. Clarify the design criteria to clearly indicate
a distance of 17 ft from the reactor vessel flange to the bottom of
the reactor vessel head. (p. 32)

RESPONSE

Exhibit 2-9 has been revised to reflect that the bottom of the reactor
vessel head may not be raised more than 17 ft above the reactor vessel

flange and a copy provided for inclusion in the final transcript.

ACTION $P 5

Exhibit 2-9, item 5D. Provide the guidance to be used for setting the

setpoint and controlling other lifts, including the UGS. (p. 32)

RESPONSE

The setpoint on the polar crane is established based on the

configuration of the reactor head lift rig and the reactor head. A

key-operated by-pass will be used when lifting other loads.

ACTION $P 6

Exhibit 2-9, item 5D. For cases where smaller loads are lifted using

the override, verify that this smaller load analysis is enveloped by

either CESSAR Chapter 15, Spent Fuel Handling Accident, or by the

effects of dropping the vessel head. (p. 34)

RESPONSE

This item to be generically addressed through CESSAR, Docket No.

STN50-470. Reference CESSAR meeting of June 9, 1981 with NRC, ASB,

and NRC summary letter dated July 6, 1981 from Chris Grimes, Project

Manager, Standardization and Special Projects Branch, Division of

Licensing, to Combustion Engineering, Inc.

ACTION 8'

Exhibit 2-9, item 5B. Is the ANSI Standard B30.2-1976, referenced in

the CMAA, complied with for all overhead cranes'p. 34)
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RESPONSE

The requirements of ANSI B30.2-1976 are included in CMAA Specification
No. 70 and are complied with for all overhead cranes.

ACTION iF 8

NRC noted that R.G.1.13 is being revised to include ANS 57.1 (ANSI

N208) and ANS 57.2 (ANSI N210) and PVNGS will be required to address

these standards. Confirm APS'ntention to comply. (p. 37)

RESPONSE

APS will review its compliance with the revised Reg. Guide when it is
formally issued by the NRC.

ACTION 8'

For all overhead cranes, clarify what administrative controls will be

employed to ensure that proper lifts are maintained for such items as

lift height and load. (p. 38)

RESPONSE

Administrative controls employed during lifts of heavy loads discussed

in the APS response to NRC letter addressed "To All Licensees of
Operating Plants and Applicants for Operating Licenses and Holders of
Contruction Permits" dated December 22, 1980 and February 3, 1981,

were submitted to the NRC in June of 1981.

ACTION $P 10

Exhibit 2-2, item 7 indicates Seismic Category I tanks as makeup and

:backup makeup sources. Are the pipelines from these sources also

Seismic Category I? (p. 44)

RESPONSE

The line between the refueling water tank and the spent fuel pool is
Seismic Category I. The line connecting the condensate storage tank,

the backup makeup source, and the spent fuel pool is Seismic Category

I (one segment) and ANSI B31.1 (remaining length).





ACTION 8 11

Discuss the seismic category classification of the spent fuel pool
liner. (p. 47)

RESPONSE

The design of the spent fuel pool liner system ensures that it will
stay in place following an SSE. Therefore the spent fuel pool liner
meets the criteria of Seismic Category IX. FSAR Table 3.2-1 will be

revised to indicate footnote (e) under Seismic Category for the spent
fuel pool liner.

ACTION 0.12

Exhibit 2-7. Describe the administrative controls on the new fuel
handling crane that ensure the two foot drop height limit for new fuel
bundles is met. (p. 48)

RESPONSE

A notch 5 feet deep, and 18 inches wide has been incorporated into the

top of the wall common to both new fuel storage pit areas. The notch

provides a zone that allows fuel bundles to be moved into and out of
the storage pits without violating the two foot drop height
criterion. The loading operations entails laterally transporting a

bundle above the operating floor until the notch is reached. At which

point the bundle is lowered into the notch. Upon reaching the bottom

of the notch, the fuel bundle can be moved laterally over the racks

while within the 2 foot drop zone. 'he New Fuel Handling Crane is
provided with administrative controls that allow crane movement over

the racks only when the bundle is within the 2 foot drop zone.

ACTION 7P 13

Provide the detailed structural description of the spent fuel racks

including their dimensions, thickness, structural members, materials
of construction, and any other pertinent information that would be

necessary to perform an independent calculation. (p. 51)
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RESPONSE

The following CE structural drawings detailing the design of the spent

fuel racks are included:

Title
Fuel Storage Module

Fuel Storage Can Details
Fuel Storage Module

Installation

Drawin No.

E-4679-667-002, Rev. 3

E-4679-667-006, Rev. 4

E-4679-667-010, Rev. 2

ACTION 8 -14

Provide the K effective calculation for the spent fuel racks. (p. 51)

RESPONSE

The calculation methodology is described in FSAR Section 9.1.2.3.1.

Detailed calculations are available at CE for inspection.

ACTION 8 15

Figure 2-1. Provide the depth of the common'uel pool cooling pump

supply line below the surface of the spent fuel pool. (p. 52)

RESPONSE

Line PC-E-016-HCCA-20" penetrates the spent fuel pool wall 7'-6" below

the spent fuel pool normal water level, thereby precluding blockage of

the suply line by surface debris.

ACTION 0 16

discuss what, if any changes in the spent fuel pool cooling system

would be required to accommodate the use of self generated or open

market plutonium fuel. (p. 65)
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RESPONSE

There are no plans at this time to use self-generated or open market

plutonium at PVNGS. This is therefore not a licensing issue and any

concerns should be discussed outside the IDR process.

ACTION 8 17

Exhibit 2-13. Describe the refueling pool and spent fuel pool

temperature and level alarms and verify their consistency with FSAR

statments and PAID's. Determine if a level alarm should be provided

in the control room. Define the class of power. (p. 55)

RESPONSE

Both refueling pool and spent fuel pool temperature measurements are

provided by thermocouples installed in each pool. The thermocouple

signals are routed to local panel-mounted temperature transmitters.
The transmitter signals are routed to high temperature switches whose

outputs go to individual local annunciator alarm windows

common fuel pool trouble alarm window in the main control
addition, the spent fuel pool temperature transmitter signal
to a high-high temperature switch which provides input to

and to a

room. In
also goes
the plant

computer and the high-high temperature annunciator located in the main

control room.

The level alarms in the refueling and spent fuel pools are activated

by float type level instruments mounted in each pool. Each level
instrument has switch contacts which are wired directly to individual
local panel annunciator alarm windows and to a common fuel pool

trouble alarm window in the main control room.

The control logic and loop drawings and the electrical elementary

diagram are consistant with the P&ID's and FSAR statements.

All power for these signals and alarms is provided by a reliable power

source, with the non-1E instrument bus backed up by a 1E,power source.





ACTION '8 '18

Exhibit 2-22. Do the CESSAR inter face requirements reflect 10CFR50

Appendix R'7 (p. 70)

RESPONSE

The fuel storage and handling systems are not required for safe

shutdown of the reactor. The availability of the spent fuel pool as a

backup source of borated water for plant shutdown is not affected by

any equipment within the Fuel Building. Therefore, Appendix R is not

applicable to these systems.

ACTION 8 19

Show the section lines on Figures 1-2 and 2-10 which reflect the

section views of Figures 1-3 and 2-9. (p. 81)

RESPONSE

Figures 1-2 and 2-10 have been revised to show section lines and

copies provided for inclusion in the final trnscript.

ACTION 8 20

Has Bechtel reviewed the possiblility of using the spent fuel pool

cleanup system for a fuel handling accident, including shielding

requirements'7 Provide a summary of the revie~, if completed. (p. 82)

RESPONSE

A review of the spent fuel pool cleanup system has been completed.

The results show that the present system design and shielding is
adequate to allow the system to be used to mitigate the consequence of

a fuel handling accident.

ACTION 8 21

Off-gassing has been experienced in irradiated B, C plates clad with

stainless steel. In at least two instances (Kewannee and Connecticut

Yankee) the resulting expansion has reduced the water gap between
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cannisters and the calculations have been found to be nonconservative
with respect to the safety analysis. Tell what measures have been

taken to mitigate the effects of off-gassing in the Palo Verde boron

boxes. (p. * 87)

RESPONSE

Off-gassing is not expected to be a problem. The poison design will
incorporate venting.

ACTION 8 22

What manufacturing quality assurance precautions will be taken to
control moisture and contaminates during fabrication of Palo Verde

poison boxes'hat measures will be taken to verify the boron content

of the as-built boxes'p. 87)

RESPONSE

Control of moisture and contaminants is done at two stages. Material
is purchased to specifications which limit moisture and contaminants

and material certifictes are provided by the supplier. In addition,
cleanliness standards are imposed on the fabricator by specification.

A sampling plan and inspection technique which insures that any

section of any neutron shielding panel contains the minimum required
boron concentration is invoked. The sampling plan is designed to

provide a 95X confidence that 95% of the samples taken at random from

the neutron shielding material will contain no less than the minimum

specified boron concentration.

ACTION 8 23

Since the nonpoisoned checkerboard arrangement of assemblies is meant

to be used in conjunction with the poisoned arrangement, what

restrictions are imposed at the boundary between two such regions?

(p. 88)





RESPONSE

A row of empty cavities with cell-blocking devices in place will
separate the nonpoisoned checkerboard arrangement from the poison
arrangement. The FSAR will be amended to reflect this restriction.

ACTION $P 24

Provide a response to the outstanding round-one FSAR question on
corrosion protection for the boral tubes. B/CE-E-32894, 3/6/81. (p.
89)

J

RESPONSE

See response to ACTION 8'2.

ACTION-fP 25

Do assumptions in the criticality analysis require credit for neutron
absorption by the "L" inserts? If so, how is the installation of
these inserts controlled so that the orientation of inserts within a

cell is consistent with assumptions made in the criticality
analysis'p.

9O)

RESPONSE

The criticality analysis takes credit for neutron absorption in steel
of the "L" insert. The rack installation drawings provided for ACTION

8 13 specify insert orientation.

ACTION 8'6
Figure 2-10. Is there a particular orientation of handling of the
cask where a failure of a lifting pin can cause the cask to impact the
integrity of the spent fuel pool2 (p. 99)

RESPONSE

Cask drop accidents were previously analyzed assuming a representative
cask design. The results demonstrated that design of the spent fuel
pool wall was adequate for postualted accidents. However, to provide
an additional margin of safety, an energy absorbing aluminum honeycomb

pad was mounted on the spent fuel pool wall in the decontamination pit.
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ACTION 8 27

Has misoperation during placement of a spent fuel element poison or
"L" insert been analyzed and taken into account in the design of the
spent fuel pool racks'p. 94)

RESPONSE

The specific effects on subcritical margin of the numerous possible
combinations of misplacement of either poison boxes, L inserts, or
blocking devices have not been analyzed. However, the margin inherent
in the design is evident from the fact that assemblies of typical
spent fuel composition in all positions (i.e., leaving out all poison

boxes, L inserts and blocking devices) will not cause criticali.ty when

the pool is borated at 4400 ppm. The limiting condition for operation
describing borated water sources are discussed in CESSAR FSAR Chapter

16, Section 3/4.1.2 (pg. 3/4 1-15 & 1-17).

ACTION 8'8
Can a poison tube swell, and if it can, can the poison tube be

removed, and can a fuel assembly be removed from the poison tubers

(p. 96)

RESPONSE

CE considers swelling to be unlikely. If the storage tube were to
swell, it could be punctured to relase the gas. The fuel and poison

tube could then be removed in a relatively normal fashion.

ACTION 8'9
If the spent fuel pool were allowed to boil, would that event

adversely impact the fuel cladding material for the 650F criteria?
(p. 101)

RESPONSE

Based on previous CE analyses of boiling in spent fuel racks caused by

complete loss of the pool cooling system, it is CE's judgement that
the 650 degree criterion would not be violated.

-10-
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ACTION 8 30

Are the operational and maintenance procedures for Palo Verde reviewed

by APS Engineering and is the review formal or informa12 Are changes

to such procedures reviewed by APS Engineering either formally or

informally2 (p. 103)

RESPONSE

The operational and maintenance procedures for Palo . Verde are

informally reviewed by Nuclear Projects Engineering on a case-by-case

basis. Changes to those procedures are also reviewed on an informal
case-by-case basis. Review of operational and maintenance procedures

by Nuclear Engineering is not a requirement.
1

ACTION 8'0a
What provisions will exist to ensure that information from design

changes made during construction is incorporated into test, operating,
and maintenance procedures by the operations staff?

RESPONSE

During construction and start-up phases design change notices are

tracked until incorporated in basic system drawings (i.e. PAID's or

circuit diagrams). Listings of current revision numbers of referenced

drawings and outstanding design change notices are available to

station procedure writers and reviewers.

Controlled design documents, provided by the project organization, are

utilized by the Operations staff to develop test, operating and

maintenance procedures. Prior to these procedures being used to
V

control operational activities, they are validated for the as-built
plant. Typical methods of validation are plant walk-throughs, trial
use on the training simulator and use of equipment mock-ups including
the plant model.

-11-





Start-up test procedures for system integrated testing and later
phases are reviewed by the Test Working Group (TWG) before use. The

TWG includes representatives of Bechtel and CE as well as Nuclear
Engineering Department who provide additional assurance that
procedures address as-built conditions in the plant. These start-up
test procedures are based on test guidelines developed by Bechtel or
CE, which provides additional assurance that design changes are

incorporated.

ACTION jF 31

Exhibit 2-24, item 2, 1st bullet, 2nd line. clarify the statement to
show the type of ion exchangers used. (p. 104)

RESPONSE

Exhibit 2-24, item 2, 1st bullet, 2nd line has been revised to reflect
that mixed bed ion exchangers are used and a copy provided for
inclusion in the final transcript.

ACTION 8'2
Provide the CESSAR-F reference section which discusses the

intermediate temporary storage racks in the containment building. (p.
110)

RESPONSE

The intermediate storage racks are not within CESSAR-F scope. The

FSAR will be amended to present a discussion of these racks.

ACTION 8 33

Figure 2-10. Which crane lifts the fuel gate between the spent fuel
pool and the cask loading pit and where is the gate stored'? (p. 111)

RESPONSE

The new fuel handling crane is used to lift the gate between the cask

loading pit and the spent fuel pool. The gate is stored in the

decontamination pit gate storage rack.

-12-
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ACTION 3P 34

Refer to SRP 9.1.3 acceptance review procedure, item III.7.d. could
nonradioactive systems become accidentally contaminated by spent
resins through such things as a nonlocked shut-off valve or leaking or
stuck open check valvef (p. 114)

RESPONSE

Non-radioactive systems cannot become contaminated by inadvertent
transfer of spent resins due to the following design considerations:

(1) Strainers are provided in the ion exchanger to preclude
resin fines from being entrained in the normal flow paths,

(2) the resin sluice headers (normally isolated) go directly to
the solid radwaste system,

(3) the supply header to the ion exchanger spray nozzles

precludes backflow through dual check valves,

(4) vent and drain connections are normally shut, and the pipe

nipples on the downstream side of these valves capped.

ACTION 8 35

Provide the reference in the FSAR for the 'discussion of how the spent

fuel pool leak detection system meets the. requirements of SRP 9.1.3.

(p. 128, 145)

RESPONSE

The spent fuel pool leak detection system is described in FSAR Section

9.3.3.2.1.1.4.

ACTION'8 36

Exhibit 2-58, item lA. Specify what is meant by the words "the cranes

will be recertified." (p. 132)

-13-
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RESPONSE

After the construction phase, the cranes will be inspected by the

supplier and any damaged parts replaced. Operational tests will be

made by the supplier and a one-year commercial warranty issued.

ACTION 8 37

Verify that Bechtel construction procedures preclude the use of cranes

to lift loads greater than design criteria values. Provide references
to specific Bechtel procedures. (p. 134)

RESPONSE

The use of cranes to lift loads greater than the design criteria
values is precluded by the following Bechtel construction procedures:

WPP/QCI No. 15.0

WPP/QCI No. 16.0

Rigging of Equipment

Testing and Maintenance of Hoisting,
Rigging and Transporting Equipment

ACTION fP -38

Exhibit 2-64, item Q. Revise the item to show that radio control is
provided for the cask handling and polar crane. (p. 140)

RESPONSE

Exhibit 2-64, item Q has been revised to reflect that radio control is
provided and a copy provided for inclusion in the final transcript.

ACTION 8 39

A. Reference PAID's 13-M-EWF-001 and 13-M-SPF-001 for ECWS heat

exchanger inlet and outlet. Bechtel should revise the drawings

to reflect that the ECWS pressure is lower than the ESPS pressure.

B. The ECWS lines which supply backup to the reactor coolant pump

seal cooler heat exchangers are not Seismic Category I'hat
indication does the operator have to let him know he has lost
ECWS supply due to a seismic event breking the nonseismic linef
(p. 160)

-14-
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RESPONSE

A. The flow diagram 13-M-EWF-001 will be revised to show the correct
ECWS heat exchanger pressure for the single allowable mode of
operation.

B. A leak within the ECWS system or nonseismic line connected to
this system in excess of the makeup capability will trigger an

ECWS surge tank low level alarm in the control room. A small
leak within the capability of the makeup source would be detected
by either the auxiliary building floor drain alarms or the
containment building sump pump operation alarm.

ACTION 8'0
Could there be a pressure differential such that a leak in the
shutdown cooling heat exchangers would allow chromated or diluted
water to flow into the reactor or fuel pool and dilute the borated
w&terf (p. 161)

RESPONSE

The tube side of the shutdown cooling heat exchangers, which can be
\

connected to the refueling pool or spent fuel pool, is operated at
higher pressure than the shell side containing the ECWS water.
Therefore, in case of a tube leak, the leak would be detected in the

ECWS sy'tem by a high level alarm on the ECWS surge tank. Thus,

dilution of the refueling pool or the spent fuel pool borated water is
not possible.

ACTION 0 41

Exhibit 3-1, item 5 shows a temperature of 125'F during a LOCA while
Exhibit 3-6 shows 120'F. Determine which is correct and revise.
(p. 163)
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RESPONSE

The design criteria and FSAR section 9.2.2.1.1.B will be revised to
show that 120'F is the temperature during a LOCA, thereby reflecting
the actual capability of the ECWS heat exchangers. Exhibit 3-1 has

been revised to reflect the proper value of 120'F and a copy provided
for inclusion in the final transcript.

ACTION 8'2
Exhibit 3-6 shows a range of 65-105'F for shutdown cooling 3-1/2 hours

after shutdown. Verify the validity of this range. (p. 164)

RESPONSE

Exhibit 3-6 has been revised to reflect the correct range of 65-120'F

and a copy provided for inclusion in the final transcript.

ACTION./P 43

Confirm the CIAS pressure setpoint. (p. 175)

RESPONSE

The CIAS pressure setpoint is 5 psig.

ACTION 8'4
Confirm that the NCWS is isolated on CIAS. (p. 44)

RESPONSE

The NCWS lines penetrating the containment are closed on CIAS.

ACTION 8'5
Figure 3-3 ~ Verify that all the heat loads shown on the figure are

discussed in the FSAR. Provide the FSAR section reference. (i.e.,
sample chillers) (p. 177)

RESPONSE

FSAR Sections 9.2.2.1.2c and 9.2.2.1.16 will be revised to include the

heat load from the nuclear sample coolers. The heat loads for all
components are shown in FSAR Table 9.2-8.

-16-
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ACTION 8 46

There are no low level cut off controls on the NCWS as there are on

the ECWS. Discuss the basis for this design. (p. 182)

RESPONSE

The NCWS is a non-ESF system. For a leak in the NCWS in excess of the

makeup capability, the low level alarm in the NCWS surge tank would be

annunciated in the control room, at which time the operator would

isolate the NCWS and initiate operation of the ECWS.

ACTION 8'7
What preventative measure ensures that Train B of the ECWS will not be

put into service in parallel with Train A7 (p. 184)

RESPONSE

PVNGS will prevent cross-connecting the two trains of essential
cooling water through the common supply to the nuclear cooling water

system by locked valve administrative control of EW-HCU-146 and

EW-HCU-66.

ACTION 8 48

Exhibit 3-16. Delete the reference to the diesel generator heat

exchangers under the design feature column. (p. 187)

RESPONSE

Exhibit 3-16 has been revised to delete reference to the diesel

generator heat exchangers and a copy provided for inclusion in the

final transcript.

ACTION 8 49

Describe the measures to be taken to shut down one of the ECWS

chillers in the event of a safety injection signal without an LOP.

(p. 190) '
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RESPONSE

On ECWS actuation signals other than LOP, the normal chillers are
cooled by the NCWS, and the NCWS and ECWS are not automatically
aligned. Should the operator align the ECWS with NCWS while off-site
power is available, the operator could remove any normal chiller from
service per plant operation requirements.

ACTION 8'0
Describe the design basis for the relief valves in the ECWS. i.e.,

'their capacity and what they were sized for. Refer to Exhibit 3-19.
(p. 188)

RESPONSE

The ECWS pressure relieving capacity will accommodate a double-ended

guillotine break of one shutdown cooling heat exchanger tube.

ACTION 8'1
Figure 4-3. Is there a sump in the pipe tunnel between the spray pond

and the auxiliary buildings If so, is there an alarm in the control
room? Verify placement of isolation valves for the ESP pipelines into
the auxiliary building. (p. 204)

RESPONSE

There is a sump in the pipe tunnel between the spray pond and the

auxiliary building, although there are no automatic sump pumps within
the pipe tunnel. Should a break in an ESP line occur, the sump would

fill and overflow into the auxiliary building. Flooding resulting
from a line break would be detected by floor drain level alarms within
the auxiliary building that are supplied with

~
Class 1E power and

alarmed in the control room. The floor drain alarms annunciate at
water depths in excess of 3 inch. Intake lines to the ESPS can be

isolated in approximately one hour by inserting gates in the ESP pump

structure. Return lines can be isolated by remotely-controlled
butterfly valves

compartments. This

located inside concrete missle-proof valve
provides sufficient margin since the auxiliary

building can accept up to a minimum of four hours leakage from a
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postualted critical crack in the 24 in. ESPS pump discharge line.
These features prevent emptying of the ESP water inventory into the
auxiliary building.

ACTION 8'2
Describe the operation of the ESP's in the event of tornado winds
assuming all the spray headers and backup makeup sources are gone.
Describe the

capability on

means to prevent tornado damage. Discuss makeup

LOP. (p. 208)

RESPONSE

The ESP's and ESPS components are capable of the following:

1) The spray pond structure is Seismic Category I. It can

withstand an SSE or the effects of a tornado and associated
ml.ssl.les ~

2) The spray header piping, including the spray arms and

nozzles, can withstnad a 300 mph wind without structural
damage.

3) The size of the ESP's, 172 ft by 345 ft, precludes damage of
all spray headers by a single tornado missile.

4) The ESPS pumps are housed in a Seismic Category I pump

structure. The screens on the inlet to this structure ar
protected from missiles by a concrete overhang.

5) There are two independent makeup lines to each ESP. The

lines are buried except for the portion of pipe which

crosses the pond wall. The two makeup lines are separated

by approximately 350 feet. Thus, missile damage to both
lines is improbable. In case of damage to these pipes, a

flange connection at a buried valve box'an be used for
connection of temporary fire hose which can be used for
continued water makeup to the ponds.
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6) Only one train is required for plant shutdown.

7) Each ESP contains 6 x 10 gallons of water, weighing6

approximately 5 x 10 lbs. The probability of a tornado7

lifting this water and transferring it across the pond wall
is considered minimal. Partial water removal due to the
tornado can be mitigated by water makeup.

8) Water evaporation and drift loss during operation does not
exceed 1 in/hr, allowing adequate time for auxiliary pipe
connections and/or possible repairs.

9) The backup makeup source consists of a reservoir containing
8approximately 2100 acre feet of water (6.8 X 10 gallons),

which is 114 times the capacity of a single ESP. As this
backup reservoir is approximately 30 ft deep, it is assumed

that it cannot be emptied by a tornado.

10) The spray ponds can'e operated as evaporation ponds by
routing the spray water thrugh the spray header by-pass line
directly into the spray pond.

ACTION 7P 53

Compare and discuss the Rancho Seco and Palo Verde Essential Spray
Pond design. (p. 215)

RESPONSE

Table 1 compares the design and components used at the Palo Verde and

Ran'cho Seco faiclities. The spray pond sizes and piping
configurations are similar, and identical spray nozzles are used at
both sites'ince the Palo Verde design is comparable to that of
Rancho Seco, spray nozzle performance data used in the licensing of
Rancho Seco ("Rancho Seco Nuclear Service Spray Ponds Performance

Evaluation," submitted to the AEC on Docket No. 50-312 on June 29,

1973, by Sacramento Municipal Utility District) has been applied to
Palo Verde. Specifically, equations fitting Rancho Seco drift loss
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data and average Spraco nozzle efficiency data have been utilized in
the evaluation of the Palo Verde ESP performances

TABLE 1

Comparison of Palo Verde and Rancho Seco Spray Pond Designs (1)

Palo Verde Rancho Seco

'umber of ponds
'imensions of pond, ft.

Depth of water, ft.
'ominal volume of water, gal.
'umber of headers
'umber of nozzles/header'otal number of nozzles
'pacing between distributor

boxes, ft
'ength of spray arm, ft.
'pray nozzle type
'ominal flow/nozzle, gal/min

2 ponds/unit
172 by 345

13.5
5.2 X 106

4
80

320

14.5
5

Spraco 1751
53

2 ponds/unit
165 by 330

5.9
2.7 X 106

4
76

304

13.33
5

Spraco 1751
53

(1) All data per pond.

ACTION'8'4

Figure 4-1. Describe the depth of the ESP pump screen below ESP water
surface as it relates to possible missile damage. (p. 217)

RESPONSE

The ESP pump structure screens extend over the entire depth of the
intake structure. They are protected from missiles by a five foot
overhang of two foot thick missile-proof concrete.

ACTXON 8'5
Figure 4-6. Verify that the design of the ESP pumps has been analyzed
or designed to preclude vortexing. (p. 219)

RESPONSE

The ESP pumps were anlayzed for vortexing by the pump manufacturer.
The required submergence, specified by the manufacturer, includes the
effects of vortexing and thus generates adeuate pump NPSH.
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ACTION'8'6

Refer to valve HV-100 on PAID 13-M-SPP-001. Describe how the sulfuric
acid pump would be shut off if valve HV-100 were to fail open. (p.
219)

RESPONSE

P&ID 13-M-SPP 001 shows the failure mode for valve SPN-HV-100 as fail
close. thus, the fail open failure mode is not a credible mode of
operation. Additionally, the valves have alloy 20 trim with Teflon
seats and seals. This precludes valve failure due to corrosion.

ACTION 8'7
Describe how the ESP pump screens are maintained for cleanliness. (p.
223)

RESPONSE

During periodic ESPS pump operational tsting, the cover over the
screens woud be lifted and the water level differential between the
upstream and downstream sides noted. A noticeable level differential
indicates that the screens are partially obstructed. For cleaning the
screens, a closure gate would first be introduced to preclude pond

water access to the pump pit. The screens would then be lifted out of
the grooved location, cleaned, and replaced.

ACTION 8'8
Refer to Exhibit 4-17. Does metereorological data after 1973 change

the design basis of the ESPS2 (p. 226)

RESPONSE

A review of the meteorological data gathered after 1973 revealed that
the ESPS design basis is not significantly affected by the updated
data.

Three sets of data were - used to determine the controlling
meteorlogical conditions for the worst one-day and 30-day period to be
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used as a design basis for the ESP. The first data set was for the
time span from 1948 through 1973 for the Sky Harbor Meteorology
Station at Phoenix, Arizona. The second data set was also for Sky

Harbor, and covered August 13, 1973 through August 13, 1980. The

third data set was PVNGS on-site for the time period from August 13,
1973 through August 13, 1980. Each of the three sets of data were
screened for the meteorological conditions resulting in maximum water
loss, and the conditions resulting in minimum water cooling. The last
two sets of data covered equivalent time periods. These two data sets
were used to correlate the Sky Harbor and the PVNGS on-site data.

The screening for the controlling meteorological conditions resulted
in four time periods. All four time periods were found in the first
data set from Sky Harbor during which time there was no PVNGS on-site
data.

The correlation of the Sky Harbor and the PVNGS on-site data showed

that Sky Harbor was more severe for maximum water loss. Therefore,
the conservative design basis for the ESP is to use the Sky Harbor
data. The worst day for water loss was August 23, 1969. The worst 29

consecutive days were .July 12, 1971 through August 9, 1971.

The correlation of the Sky Harbor and the PVNGS on-site data for
minimum water cooling showed that for this condition, PVNGS was more

severe. Since the controlling meteorological conditions for minimum

water cooling were found in the first data set from Sky Harbor with no

corresponding PVNGS on-site data, a statistical study was made so that
this data could be adjusted to predict site conditions. The results
of this study indicated a reduction in wind speed of 0.7 mph for each

data point. No wind speed can be reduced below 0.0 mph. This
reduction would conservatively predict minimum water cooling site
conditions. It is noted that the Sky Harbor wind speed instruments
have an accuracy of plus/minus 1.5 mph.
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Therefore, the conservative design basis for the ESP would be to use

the Sky Harbor data with this adjustment to wind speed, however, it is
expected that this adjustment would have an insignificant effect on

the ESP temperature.

ACTION 8 59

Where physically are the makeup lines located for the ESP? Could

tornado take both out2 (p. 230)

RESPONSE

The makeup lines for each ESP are buried pipe, rising above ground

only at the locations wehre the lines cross the pond walls (see
revised Figure 4-4). The two makeup lines per pond are separated by
over 350 feet and pass over different pond walls. On this basis, it
is highly unlikely that' tornado could take out both makeup lines.
Note that flanged isolation valves in boxes are included in the buried
makeup lines, permitting readily accessible connections for temproary
piping should it be required.

ACTION $P 60

Clarify if the makeup lines are underground or overhead for the ESP.

(p. 230)

RESPONSE

See response to ACTION 8'52, part 5, and ACTION 859 above.

ACTION 8 61

Address CESSAR Appendix A, item IV.C.17 interface on RCP cooling.

RESPONSE

CE has confirmed that the reactor coolant pumps are capable of
oepating without component cooling water for 30 minutes without
sustaining damage to the pump thrust bearings. Therefore, the

non-seismic design of RCP cooling water is compatible with CESSAR

Appendix A, Item IV.C.17.
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